ATG
It all started with an idea

Are you an investor who missed the
beginnings of Bitcoin 10 years ago?
That is a great pity, but the good news is:
you have a second chance with all2get (ATG)!
Are you an entrepreneur who is constantly
looking for ways to automate and professionalise
your customer retention and acquisition?
Then we have the solution: all2get (ATG)!
Do you simply want to be part of a community,
save something for the future, participate in a
groundbreaking project from the very beginning?
Welcome to all2get (ATG)!
Take the time to study and understand the
presentation below. It could change your life
forever.

Developed by entrepreneurs
- not only for entrepreneurs

HTTPS:ALLTOGETHER.ROCKS

Everyone knows it: collecting
points here, discount cards
there, cutting out coupons
there..., often no longer
manageable and unattractive
for the customer.
Nevertheless, many
entrepreneurs pursue customer
loyalty and think about
possibilities - exactly for this
reason, some visionaries put
their heads together and
developed the ATG ecosystem!

One concept - universally
applicable!

CUSTOMER LOYALTY:
saves money and time
gives you planning security
Provides word of mouth

REGULAR CUSTOMERS:

are loyal and remain loyal
mostly loyal feedback givers
bring follow-up sales

AS A CUSTOMER IT BRINGS:

real savings on consumption,
tailor-made services,
professional comparisons,
easy handling!

And globally speaking...

...it's not just about a token.

Large retail chains and global online retailers
(Alibaba, Amazon), internet search services
(Google), even social media are increasingly
dominating the market and constantly upgrading
their service portfolios.
It is hardly possible for small and medium-sized
businesses to keep up. They need to find ways to
strengthen their position.
With the all2get ecosystem, we form a strong
community that grows together, merges into each
other and strengthens and promotes each other!
Let's do it!

OUR SOLUTION - YOUR CHANCES
all2get is different
We deliver what entrepreneurs
need:
Real high-quality customer loyalty
with valuable recommendations
and on top of that an acquisition
tool - a useful a useful
opportunity for every user
opportunity to receive real money
instead of worthless points.

Join our community of
entrepreneurs,
freelancers, artists,
scientists, lawyers, civil
servants, workers and
private citizens to
create a system of
values that is
continuously steadily
spreading through its
community.

Each individual counts and forms a new link in a strong chain.

HOW IT WORKS? The WIN WIN PRINCIPLE!

The customer (or user of a service) receives a gift - no points, no empty promises,
but cash in the form of the ATG that can be redeemed immediately.
The customer will buy from the same company/business again, and will of course
recommend it to others.

In this way, creates a loyal customer base and automatically attracts new
customers or prospects.
The company can include the costs as advertising costs in its bookkeeping - and in
most countries they are even tax-deductible.

What does the ATG get out of it? Quite simply - IT LIVES FROM IT.
The number of transactions increases - more users mean greater awareness - higher
demand - steadily increasing reserves - constant performance

The ATG is designed to increase in value through clever
investment allocation. At the same time, the 50% hedge
by USDT ensures moderate volatility.

Distribution key:
50% USDT and USDTTRX
The other 50% will be
invested as follows:

Coins, tokens, defi projects,
ICOs 25%
Company participations 5%
Trading programmes 5%
Shares, other securities,
commodities 10%
Real estate 5%

You can become part of our community.

IN CONCLUSION, THIS MEANS
THAT EVERY ATG ISSUED IS
IS BACKED BY AN EQUIVALENT
VALUE.

Values - as at 31.12.2021

In the presale, the ATG is currently sold 1:3 against
Tron (TRX). The value of the TRX is on average 6 US
cents. The chart illustrates the previously described
increase in value, which has led to an immense rise
in the ATG price after only 4 months.
222602 ATG were sold - current market value 0.19
cents.
This means that the first investors (presale start
1ATG=1TRX) have already doubled to tripled their
investment.

LET US COME BACK TO THE
COMMUNITY AT THIS POINT,
CUSTOMER LOYALTY,
VALUE RETENTION:
WHAT EACH INDIVIDUAL IN THE ATG ECOSYSTEM
RECEIVES...
as a gift from a company or buys himself is not just some
empty product, one of many tokens...
The ATG represents real value, is geared towards growth,
and creates many possible applications in the future.

ROADMAP

Idea 2019
Test token June 2020
ATG on Tron Blockchain - May 2021

Launch Private Sale - June 2021
Presale - September 2021
First issuing points - October 2021
Further developments are planned or already
under discussion - POS systems, debit cards, crypto
machines. Every supporter of the project is called
upon to help. Ideas are always welcome.
... our declared goal by the end of 2022: 1 ATG = 1
USDT

Start Marketplace - November 2021
Integration on own app - May 2022
Start Trade Center - June 2022

Facebook
Twitter
Telegram
Instagram
all2get

https://alltogether.rocks
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